Bioresponsive Mesoporous Silica Nanoparticles for Triggered Drug Release
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ABSTRACT: Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNPs) have garnered a great deal of attention as potential carriers for therapeutic payloads. However, achieving triggered drug release from MSNPs in vivo has been challenging. Here, we describe the synthesis of stimulus-responsive polymer-coated MSNPs and the loading of therapeutics into both the core and shell domains. We characterize MSNP drug-eluting properties in vitro and demonstrate that the polymer-coated MSNPs release doxorubicin in response to proteases present at a tumor site in vivo, resulting in cellular apoptosis. These results demonstrate the utility of polymer-coated nanoparticles in specifically delivering an antitumor payload.

Nanotechnology has the potential to impact many long-standing challenges in medicine, such as selective drug delivery and sensitive detection of disease.1–4 In recent years, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNPs) have attracted attention as a promising component of multimodal nanoparticle systems.5–9 MSNPs are excellent candidates for many biomedical applications owing to their straightforward synthesis, tunable pore morphologies, facile functionalization chemistries, low-toxicity degradation pathways in the biological milieu, and capacity to carry disparate payloads (molecular drugs, proteins, other nanoparticles) within the porous core.5–8,10–12

Despite their promise, however, recent reports highlight the potential toxicity of unmodified MSNPs due to interactions of surface silanols with cellular membranes.13–16 This toxicity can be reduced by coating the nanoparticle with a polymer shell.5,17–21 Polymer shells also provide colloidal stability, handles for chemoligation (targeting moieties) and improved blood circulation lifetimes, which are crucial for efficient in vivo drug delivery. Unfortunately, the polymer shell also limits both drug loading and release from MSNPs.

In order to address the drawbacks of coating, we developed an MSNP polymer that degrades in response to external stimuli. We explored both physical triggers, such as temperature, and biochemical triggers, such as proteases found in the tumor microenvironment. Loading and responsive drug release were explored using payloads incorporated into the MSNP core as well as the polymer shell.

In our attempt to coat MSNPs with polymers, we considered previously reported approaches, such as noncovalent assembly or surface-initiated polymerizations techniques.18,22–26 These methods, however, have limitations. Noncovalent strategies are prone to colloidal and biological instability, whereas covalent surface-initiated polymerization approaches typically result in larger particles and expose the MSNP to harsh reaction conditions. Furthermore, the existing methods do not provide the flexibility to allow drug loading in distinct compartments. We therefore developed a new strategy (Figure 1a) based on a core–shell architecture and an aqueous free radical polymerization technique. We first electrostatically adsorb an acrylamide to the MSNP surface and then utilize the acryl groups to synthesize a covalently cross-linked poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based polymer shell. The covalent cross-linking can provide addition stability to the polymer shell.27–29 This synthetic strategy provides a covalent polymer shell without the use of catalysts and surfactants and requires mild conditions compatible with a variety of potential biomolecular payloads.

MSNPs were synthesized via co-condensation of silicates, similar to previous reports.10,30 To coat the anionic surface of the MSNPs, we used bifunctional N-(3-aminopropyl) methacrylamide hydrochloride (APMA). The amino group was electrostatically bound to the nanoparticle surface, while the acrylamide group was available for radical polymerization. Subsequently, a covalently cross-linked polymer shell was synthesized at room temperature by radical polymerization of monomers, including N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAm) or poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA). The monomer concentrations during synthesis were kept low and in order to produce a dense polymer shell, it was necessary to perform a second polymerization step to yield a “double-coated” nanoparticle.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images (Figure 1b and Figure S1c, Supporting Information) indicated that the synthesis yielded individually encapsulated MSNPs displaying a
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thin polymeric shell, which is absent on uncoated nanoparticles. TEM measurements indicated that the diameters of the uncoated and polymer-coated MSNPs were 70 ± 8 and 94 ± 12 nm, respectively. Dynamic light scattering measurements showed that the hydrodynamic diameter of the MSNPs increased upon addition of single or double pNIPAm-co-PEG (9:1 molar ratio) shells by ∼20–40% (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The DLS and TEM data indicate that this polymer coating procedure avoids agglomeration of the nanoparticles into the larger (micro-meter-scale) aggregates that have been previously observed with other coating techniques.22

We next investigated the drug-loading capacity of the polymer-coated MSNPs by comparing the total amount of drug loaded before and after polymer coating. We chose doxorubicin (Dox) as a model payload due to its well-characterized spectral characteristics, its use in chemotherapy, and its affinity for the negatively charged surface of the silica nanoparticles, which enhances loading into the MSNP pores.31 The loading of Dox in polymer-coated MSNPs was only slightly lower (∼50% of total Dox added) compared with the uncoated MSNPs (∼60% of total Dox added) (Figure S3a, Supporting Information). This suggests that the polymer shell does not reduce the drug loading capacity of MSNPs as drastically as other reported polymer shell–MSNP systems, which is an additional advantage of our technique over previously reported coating methods.15,16 We also observed that the polymer shell provided colloidal stability at low pH and prevented aggregation of the MSNPs, which are prone to interparticle hydrogen bonding (Figure S4a, Supporting Information). The synthesis allows facile incorporation of comonomers that can add additional functionality to the shell (Figure S4b, Supporting Information).

To assess the in vitro safety and biocompatibility of the polymer-coated MSNPs, we analyzed mitochondrial activity of HeLa cells following incubation with differing concentrations of polymer-coated MSNPs. No significant in vitro cytotoxicity was observed for nanoparticle concentrations of 0.01–1 mg/mL and with a range of PEG content in the polymer shell (Figure 1c).

By contrast, the uncoated MSNPs exhibited signs of cytotoxicity at concentrations of 1 mg/mL.13,33

To study the biological trafficking of the polymer-coated MSNPs, the outer polymer shell was tagged following polymerization with the near-infrared (near-IR) dye Vivo Tag 680. For this formulation, the inner shell consisted of PEGDA and the outer shell was a copolymer of 10 mol % APMA with PEGDA. The dye was conjugated to the free amine side chains on the APMA comonomer. Labeled MSNPs were used to study blood circulation properties in vivo and cellular uptake of the nanoparticles in vitro. Compared with uncoated MSNPs, PEGylated MSNPs have been shown to possess a longer blood-circulation lifetime and lower excretion of degradation products in the urine.14 In the present work, increasing the mole percent of PEG from 2 to 90 in the polymer shell increased the circulation lifetime of MSNPs, measured by quantifying Vivo Tag 680 fluorescence in capillary blood draws (Figure 1d). Cellular uptake studies (Figure 1e) confirmed that the 90 mol % PEG-coated MSNP formulation (PEG–MSNPs) was internalized by HeLa cells after 4 h of incubation.

In addition to providing colloidal stability, functional groups for chemical ligation, and improved biocompatibility and blood circulation lifetimes, the polymer shell can be used to impart stimuli responsive characteristics to MSNPs. Stimulus-responsive nanoparticles have been shown to be extremely useful for controlled drug release.17,34,35 These systems overcome several current delivery challenges in therapy because they can be utilized for sustained drug delivery and co-delivery of multiple drugs with distinct release profiles. In this work, we engineered these long-circulating, biocompatible polymer-coated MSNPs to respond to temperature and the biological microenvironment (protease) for controlled drug delivery.

The thermally responsive system was synthesized from NIPAm–PEG (9:1)-coated MSNPs, and doxorubicin was used as the test drug. It has been shown that pNIPAm, which possesses a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of ∼31 °C, can provide temperature-triggered release of drugs from various nanoparticles.35 Consistent with these prior results, at temperatures greater than the LCST (37 °C), about 50% more Dox was released within the first 2 h of incubation, compared with the same formulation maintained at room temperature (Figure 2a). By comparison, uncoated MSNPs released the same quantity of Dox at either temperature.

We further investigated the influence of the polymer shell on the drug release profiles from MSNPs in which the drug was loaded in either the inorganic core or the polymer shell of the nanoparticle. To compare these two loading strategies, we measured the drug loading efficiencies and characterized the drug release profiles in core-loaded and shell-loaded PEG–MSNPs. For the core-loaded PEG–MSNPs, doxorubicin was loaded in the MSNPs with a single PEGDA shell and a second covalent polymer shell (PEG-co-APMA) was synthesized after drug loading to provide a diffusion barrier. For the shell-loaded PEG–MSNPs, Dox was loaded after the synthesis of the second PEG-co-APMA shell. Excess unloaded Dox was removed by centrifugation of the loaded nanoparticles. Compared with uncoated MSNPs, the loading efficiency of the polymer-coated MSNPs was reduced somewhat but was not dramatically different (p = 0.043 by ANOVA tukey analysis, Figure S3b, Supporting Information). Interestingly, the polymer-coated MSNPs held comparable amounts of Dox in either core- or shell-loaded formulations (Figure S3b, Supporting Information). Core-loaded PEG–MSNPs displayed the slowest rate of Dox release; only ∼20% of the...
are up-regulated in tumor environments because of secretion by (MMPs), which have the ability to degrade the extracellular matrix, teas. For instance, it is known that matrix metalloproteinases very slow drug release pro

The initial rapid rate of drug release from the shell-loaded PEG–MSNPs compared with the uncoated MSNPs suggested that residual levels of drug release from LD-PEG–MSNPs is attributed to leaching of the drug and not cleavage of the PEG–peptide shell. In contrast, the chemotoxicity of core-loaded HD-PEG–MSNPs was high (30% cell viability), signifying that rapid Dox release resulted from cleavage of the PEG–peptide shell by endogenous MMPs in the cellular medium. Indeed, blocking the endogenous MMPs secreted by the fibroblasts with the inhibitor batimatstat lowered the chemotoxicity of the HD-MMP–MSNPs. Figure S5b, Supporting Information). These results demonstrate that protease-triggered release can be achieved with polymer-coated MSNPs. The various polymer coatings on MSNPs thus allowed both spatial control over loading and temporal control over release of Dox in vitro.

Finally, we conducted in vivo studies in subcutaneous xenograft mouse models to test the protease-triggered release of Dox from the polymer-coated MSNPs. We injected a human sarcoma cell line (HT-1080), known to have elevated levels of MMPs, subcutaneously in flanks of immune-compromised mice (Figure 3a). Two weeks later, core-loaded HD-PEG–MSNPs, core-loaded PEG–MSNPs, uncoated MSNPs and Dox-loaded uncoated MSNPs were normalized to a drug concentration of 2 mg/kg and injected into well-defined tumors. The tumors were removed after 60 h and analyzed for Dox-induced apoptosis by measurement of TUNEL staining and caspase levels (Figure 3b,c). Tumor cell lysates were analyzed for apoptosis markers procaspase-9 and cleaved caspase-9 by immunoblotting (Figure 3b). While the GAPDH levels were similar for each sample, exposure to the core-loaded HD-PEG–MSNPs formulation and Dox-loaded uncoated MSNPs generated higher levels of the caspases. In contrast, the core-loaded PEG–MSNPs showed lower caspase levels, similar to those of saline-treated samples. Interestingly, core-loaded PEG–MSNPs generated lower levels of caspases compared with uncoated uncoated MSNPs. This finding is in accordance with in vitro studies suggesting that the polymer shell reduces inherent nanoparticle toxicity. TUNEL staining of the tumor sections (Figure 3c) indicated that the core-loaded HD-PEG–MSNPs mediated significantly higher Dox-induced cell death compared with PEG–MSNPs. Taken together, these results show that the core-loaded MSNPs with an MMP-sensitive PEG shell exhibit higher Dox-induced chemotoxicity than those with a non-MMP-sensitive PEG shell. We conclude that this higher chemotoxicity is due to efficient release of Dox triggered by the MMPs in vivo. This system takes advantage of the ability of the polymer shell to reduce the inherent toxicity of MSNPs, and incorporation of a protease-cleavable moiety achieves triggered delivery that accelerates tumor-localized drug release.
In conclusion, we reported a facile and versatile method for coating MSNPs with responsive, biocompatible polymers. The polymer shell not only enables functionalization of the MSNPs with various ligands but also provides colloidal stability, temperature sensitivity, imaging capability, longer blood circulation, high payload capacity, and the opportunity to tune the loading and release of small molecules. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the polymer shell can be used to achieve predetermined, temporal control over drug release; the appropriately modified polymer can be responsive to endogenous proteases allowing triggered, localized drug release in vitro and in vivo. The polymer coatings also allow spatial control of payload loading within the nanostructure of the MSNP. This capacity is important for applications requiring multiple payloads with specifically timed release profiles from a single nanoparticle system.
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Figure 3. Protease-triggered release of Dox in vivo: (a) Schematic for evaluating protease-triggered release from core-loaded MSNPs. (b) Immunoblots for protein levels of caspases (apoptotic markers) and GAPDH from tumor lysates of animals 60 h after treatment. (c) TUNEL staining for apoptotic cells in tumor sections. Red, TUNEL; blue, DAPI. Scale is 50 μm.